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trends in the publishing and 

content industries via its blog 
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Top Trends in Trade Publishing 2015 

 

 Direct to Consumer publishing 

 Mobile Reading 

 The Power of Fandom 

 Growing pains for eBook subscription 

 Content AS marketing 
 



1. Direct to Consumer Publishing 

Until publishers can answer the 

question ‘who are our customers?’ 

with ‘our readers,’ they're in trouble.” 
             

Seth Godin 



D2C Publishing – The Challenge 

 

  All publishers know cultivating D2C 

relationships and sales are important 

 The challenge is getting beyond 

strategy into implementation – and 

securing real sales 
 



Solving the Data Problem – Virtual Festivals 



Creating buying opportunities – D2C Ecommerce 



Leveraging the brand to offer 



Relationship Marketing 



2. Mobile Reading 

14 million devices sold in 2015 2.5 BILLION devices sold in 2015 



Are people really reading on their phones? 

43% of US mobile phone owners read books 

on their phones 

30% of US mobile readers read once a week 

23% read on their phones every day 

46% said they regularly read whole books on 

their phones 

           Source: 

Publishing Technology Research 2014  



The rise of the phablet  



Phones are getting bigger… and bigger 



The Mobile Reading Opportunity 

32% of US adults own an 

ereader 

42% of US adults own a 

tablet 

64% of US adults own a 

smartphone 

 

78 million ereaders  

156 million smartphones 

 

So what’s the bigger 

opportunity? 



Mobile publishing  



3. The Power of Fandom 



Why should I be taking fan fiction seriously? 

 One of the most exciting areas of content creation and 

distribution is…fan fiction 

 Millions of people worldwide create and consume fan 

fiction in order to satisfy a desire within fan communities 

for more content relating to their favourite characters, 

franchises and brands 

 When fan fiction hits the mainstream it goes big!  

 For example, Fifty Shades of Grey has sold 125 million 

books worldwide. It started life as a piece of Twilight fan 

fiction 

 Along the way, fan fiction has created fascinating new 

creation, consumption, distribution and monetisation 

models 

 

 



Wattpad – Writing as a Social Experience 



Fan Fiction is incredibly productive 



What can publishers learn from fan fiction? 

 Speed to market – fan fiction moves 

quickly 

 Close to its audience – created by 

fans for fans 

 Format is of secondary importance to 

content 

 BRANDS BRANDS BRANDS 
 



4. Growing pains for eBook subscription 

 

 



eBook subscription by the numbers 



Growing pains for eBook subscription 

 

 Scribd’s announcements about romance and 

audio tell us a few interesting things about 

ebook subscription services: 

 

 They’ve grown quickly 

 A lot of that growth is probably usage – 

and that presents Scribd with a 

challenge 

 ‘Unlimited’ does have limits after all 

 
 

 



5. Content as marketing 



Content that BRANDS will pay for 



Content as a way of driving service usage 



How can publishers can benefit 

How content is monetised might be 

changing, but two things are staying the 

same: 

 

 Someone needs to write the content 

 Someone needs to edit it 

 

Digital hasn’t disrupted the need for editorial, 

judgment, but it has changed how it gets 

paid 

 
 

 



QUESTIONS? 


